Leveling Up: A Play That’s Not About Video Games
I really wanted to enjoy this play but I just couldn’t, and this was very upsetting and downright
disappointing. I might have some bias seeing as how video games were and still are a huge part of my
life. Looking past this bias however I can without a doubt say it wasn’t a terrible play by any means. But I
can’t say it was good. The acting felt very rusty, the message of the show was good but felt lacking
different perspectives, There was the character Zander who felt almost unnecessary to the show besides
the fact that Ian goes and gets a job. I think the whole premise of the show is make it video game related
and have that draw to college students to portray one message to them all. That there needs to be some
disconnect with video games or other wise it can be very detrimental to the person’s health. This is a great
message but the fact of the matter is it’s only focusing on the fact of someone who spends all their time on
games and not the whole cast. I’d have loved to see Jeannie or Chuck discovering something about how
video gaming affected their life instead of just casually playing while the whole play revolves around Ian .
It’s a play about how games affect adults but all we saw was the side that affects someone health
negatively. It honestly paints gaming in a bad light when video gaming can honestly be someone’s saving
grace. The script could be formatted so much better instead of Ian sulking around as a common
misconception of someone who spends all their time online. The only time I found myself enjoying the
play was with Chucks random goofy actions and funny quirks but even then it doesn’t make up for the
bias script and lazy writing of it all. The abrupt ending felt streamlined and there was nothing that Ian
learned besides to go outside sometimes. There however were very powerful scenes like when Ian was in
the drone, and has no real disconnect from what’s virtual and not.
Overall it was a very technically well done show and very aesthetically pleasing to the eye.
Coming at this at the perspective of a Gamer and someone who can say that they were even in Ian’s shoes
at one point, the use of video gaming was very poor. The acting seemed very rusty and some of the terms
peeved me, Looking at this for a general audience means that I need to stop nit picking and say it’s worth

watching because overall the main message is a good one and not a talked about topic honestly. It could
have been done without certain characters and felt forced.
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